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Helen Garbett_The Limpet Project, a contemplative space for socially engaged artists 

This presentation will look at social art practice and its pedagogy as innovative practices which show the potential of art and design education to promote innovation and 
sustainability in local communities. 


ORIENTATION - British Isles and I am an artist, PL Art and Social Practice in UHI


INNOVATIVENESS - Social art practice and its pedagogy are innovative practices;


SOME HISTORY - social art practice in Higher Education; context and community; The meaning in the work was intended to make sense to the people involved in that 
situation, making the context fundamental to the meaning and understanding of the work (Crickmay, 2003).  The idea or assumption that social art practice should bring 
about change is not uniformly recognised today as it was during the height of the community arts movement. As community arts have become normalised through the 
shift to participatory arts, moving from the margins into the mainstream, the need for social art practice to bring about change is not shared by all artists (Matarasso, 
2019).


PEDAGOGY How does pedagogy for social art practice differ from traditional art education?


INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY -




“Social Practice is located in the overlap of art, society 
and politics. It has been described as art activism, critical 
art, socially engaged art, social practice art, activism, 
political art, participatory, dialogical or collaborative art.” 


MA S.P.A.C.E. (Social Practice And the Creative Environment, 
Limerick Institute of Technology), 2018

Social Art Practice



“Learning is generated through interaction, much of it 
remains invisible, yet it is clearly felt, or sensed.  
The dialogical work is a relationship that unfolds over 
time, defined by unvisualisable moments of expression.” 

Grant Kester, 2015

The Dialogical



Process is radical

The radicalism of social art practice is rooted in the idea of art as process, the 
relational, and the dialogical. Consequently this practice runs wholly counter to 
the understanding of art as object as practiced and conventionally taught in art 
schools, situating social art practice in opposition to studio art practice.


‘Beautiful impurity: British contextualism as processual postmodern practice’ 
Morgan, S., 2003

Artists and citizen volunteers getting started on a collaborative mural in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain (2019), organised by Veronica Werckmeister

Innovation 


Process is fundamental to social art practice, defining the very essence of relational and dialogical experience. 


Modernist paradigm

Process is fundamental to social art practice, defining the very essence of relational and dialogical experience. 


The values and principles that underpin these new practices have never sat comfortably with the norms and assumptions about art and art education which prioritise the 
production of the art object over process. The radicalism of social art practice is rooted in the idea of art as process, the relational, and the dialogical. Consequently this 
practice runs wholly counter to the understanding of art as object as practiced and conventionally taught in art schools, situating social art practice in opposition to 
studio art practice. 


Sally Morgan analyses this tension in depth in her article ‘Beautiful impurity: British contextualism as processual postmodern practice’ (Morgan, S., 2003




contextual art 


Art in Context brings art practice out of the studio and closer to everyday life – 
achieving this in any and every way one can think of. The artist’s, or student’s, 
placement in the community would generate contact with people in a specific 
setting, and this contact would shape the nature of the work and its meaning.


Chris Crickmay, Course Leader, Art and Social Context, Dartington College of Arts 
•

Background: 1960s, 1970s, 1980s

Jenny Dunn with Columbia Road Tenants and Residents association, MA Art and 
Social Practice, Middlesex University, 2018


Elsie Bryant and Isobel Reddington, Hornsey Town Hall, MA Art and Social 

Practice, Middlesex University, 2019


Refutree, Rosie Newman with staff and 

students, Inverness College UHI, 2019

Education for social art practice in the UK can be traced back to the 1960s and 1970s when new ideas about art moved, almost unnoticed, into art education, inspiring 
the development of new courses based on values and principles which inform education for social art practice as it is conducted today. 


Driven by artists who grew up in the 1960s, a time of activism and change, we wanted to change the world. 


Contextual art… the placement would generate contact with people in a specific setting, and that this contact would shape the nature of their work and its meaning, 
remains relevant to social art practice as it has evolved in recent decades.




community art  

There were distinct differences among artists who worked with people. Some 
artists were concerned to create social change, and had a political agenda. 
Their work became linked to the community arts movement, which grew 
steadily and stridently through artists and communities working together.


 Morgan, S., 1995

Background: 1960s, 1970s, 1980s

Islands with Views Our Weaving in South Uist, for Islands with Views, Mary Carol Souness


Community arts - working with people


It is important to note that in past decades there were distinct differences among artists who worked with people. Some artists were concerned to create social change, 
and had a political agenda. Their work became linked to the community arts movement, which grew steadily and stridently through artists and communities working 
together (Morgan, 1995).


The idea or assumption that social art practice should bring about change is not uniformly recognised today as it was during the height of the community arts movement. 
As community arts have become normalised through the shift to participatory arts, moving from the margins into the mainstream, the need for social art practice to bring 
about change is not shared by all artists (Matarasso, 2019).


 



critical practice 

The history of discourse in conceptual art, feminist art practice and socially engaged art 
practice is articulated through publications, exhibitions and conferences, demonstrating 
roots for social art practice are clearly linked to conceptual and feminist art histories. 

Sophie Hope, 2018

Background: 1980s and 1990s

Photo: Middlesex University MA Art and Social Practice


Critical practice 
The rise of movements for women’s and civil rights during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s ran parallel to the community arts movement and inspired the re-appraisal of 
society, art histories and practices in relation to class, gender and race.  The articulation of these critical positions underpins contemporary social art practice and, 
equally, its education.  

By the late 1990s it was evident that alternative practices, such as feminist art practice and theory, had generated positive influence in fuelling creative change in the 
worlds of both art and art education. Feminists had played a large part in the introduction of new subject matter and spaces for plurality of practices in art 
schools, and core feminist values contributed to improve teaching and learning environments, and foster innovative practices such as those related to 
inclusive curricula and progressive course development (Permar, 2015). 



The values and principles that underpin art practice in the community have never 
sat comfortably with the norms and assumptions about art and art education 
which prioritise the production of the art object over process. 

Tradition / Innovation / education for social art practice

Photo: Rosie Newman


So we have a clash! 


The values and principles that underpin art practice in the community have never sat comfortably with the norms and assumptions about art and art education which 
prioritise the production of the art object over process.




What does education for social art 
practice need to do differently from 

traditional art education?

Theoretical and contextual material  > place, identity, ethical 
practice, climate change, social justice, social anthropology, politics 

Skills > working with people, active listening, collaboration 

Curriculum Design > appropriate structures, content 

Professional practice > evaluation, project management, 
fundraising, conflict resolution 

Assessment > vive voce  
PHOTO: MA SPACE, 

Listen, student project, MA SPACE, Limerick School of Art and Design 

Teaching and learning methods are needed that clearly distinguish pedagogy for social practice from conventional art education. 


The MA programme practices which successfully step outside those of conventional art education offer models for educating artists who can work with more meaning, 
relevance and resilience in their diverse range of communities.



Case Studies: Master’s Programmes in Social Art Practice

• Art and Politics, Goldsmiths, University of London,                
John Reardon, Programme Leader


• Social Practice and the Creative Environment (S.P.A.C.E.) 
Limerick Institute of Technology, Marilyn Lennon and Sean 
Taylor, Joint Programme Leaders


• Art and Social Practice, Middlesex University (London),    
Loraine Leeson, Programme Leader 


• MA Art and Social Practice, University of the Highlands and 
Islands (Scotland), Roxane Permar, Programme Leader

Refutree, birch saplings laid out after having been pulled up from the ground and placed in the bags for planting in their new home, Munlochy Merkinch 	 

Nature Reserve Inverness, Site of Special Scientific Interest, Rosie Newman

Common factor: practising artists designed and lead these programmes 
The programmes, each bring distinct approaches to course content, assessment and relation to the world


Four postgraduate programmes established by artists located geographically in the British Isles, in Ireland, London and Scotland, provide examples for ways that 
education for social art practice in higher education can resolve the fundamental tension between socially engaged art and studio art. 

Common factor: practising artists designed and lead these programmes 



Innovations / Solutions
• Eliminate final Degree Exhibition  
• Move out of the Art Department  
• Locate learning beyond the institution 
• Use digital platforms / virtuality  
• Interdisciplinarity 
• “Alternative” professional practice teaching and learning 
• Acknowledge project failure 
• Accept incomplete projects / give vive voce

Goldsmiths -  
	 moved out of the art department

	 interdisciplinary 

	 no final exhibition 

	



Art and Social Practice student visit to Margate, Middlesex University, 2017. 

Examples of pedagogical practice on these Degree programmes

Middlesex - 

Go outside the art studio and the institituition 


Learn skills - conflict resolution, active listening 




“Many skills are required to work with others on creative projects, 
either collaboratively or through participation, particularly when the 
engagement encompasses different experience and disciplines.  One 
of the most effective means of facilitating this process is that of 
listening - not just hearing what others say, but also developing 
understanding of one another’s needs, desires and vision.”

Loraine Leeson and Alberto Duman, 2018

Active Listening 

Middlesex University  

“Many skills are required to work with others on creative projects, either collaboratively or through participation, particularly when the engagement encompasses different 
experience and disciplines.  One of the most effective means of facilitating this process is that of listening - 


not just hearing what others say, but also developing understanding of one another’s needs, desires and vision.” 

Loraine Leeson and Alberto Duman, 2018




 University of the Highlands and 
Islands  (UHI)

Context 

Shetland Islands

 Only university based in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
 13 colleges and research centres 

 More than 50 learning centres
 On-line / virtual access for students from anywhere 

So, down to the nuts and bolts?  Say something like what is in our abstract? … we want to share our experience and use of student feedback to improve how we use synchronous technologies to better pitch our subject, pace our delivery and keep students 
creatively engaged.


Is it appropriate to look at the challenges we faced?  Is there a better word for ‘challenges’?


What are the challenges we faced in designing our programme and modules?  


• Importance of place is key to socially engaged practices; how do we deal with that when we may never have been to a students’ locale?


• Importance of interaction with people; how do we teach students virtually how to identify, improve and develop their skills for working with people? How do we identify and perhaps even evaluate the qualities they bring to their projects?….  we have set up a buddy 
system, a twice-weekly drop-in chat room, and a winter school; encourage two-way dialogue, e.g. final session of semester was a review with all academic team and students; very productive; students say they feel well supported; 


• The impact of virtuality on pedagogy - see above….. plus we had to reconsider the priorities for sending students into the world that we didn’t have physical link to; ethical practice; we changed structure of the programme to begin with practicalities of operating as 
a social practitioner and a professional arts practitioner, wanted them to be as well equipped as possible before going out into the world; saved theory/research/ for second stage; we hope they will understand their positioning better by then and can get more from 
the theorising of their practice; we  introduced communities of practice into the first stage so they could have as strong a grounding as possibly could give them for understanding dynamics of their community;


• Prejudices / preconceived notions - both about art and about virtual study


• Exploiting technologies to best effect - try to get the most out of these technologies we have available; steep learning curve; hence the virtual symposium; the world is at our fingertips; we have embedded it into the curriculum;

• Urban and metropolis bias in literature - we are conscious that this field is dominated by urban experience; we are as an academic team experienced in both urban and rural and small community practices; we have been commended at validation for our focus on 

the rural, and our base in the CRC helps to strengthen that; 


2. Significance of place


1.  Place is one of the key criteria for socially engaged art; 

2.  virtual programme means we won’t necessarily know students’ locale, place of work, place of study etc; 

3.  therefore we have to find ways to learn about it;

4. help students reflect more deeply about it; 

5.  help students to share and critically engage with it


3. Importance of social interaction


1.  Another key criteria for social practice


2.  RP uses practical assignments in three stages during PG Cert stage which require social interaction, ask students to identify a topic that is relevant to their place which helps with critical engagement of it while also introducing other students to 
it;


4. The impact of virtuality


1.  Pros and cons




2.  What do we do that takes advantage of the pros? 

5. prejudices/preconceived notions


1. These exist among the students themselves (e.g. about virtual learning)

2.  Exist among colleagues in UHI (attitudes to what constitutes art)

3.  Attitudes in students’ communities


6. Exploiting technology to best effect

1. What technologies work best for us? 

2.  Synchronous is definitely essential and we require attendance at seminars; 

3. Student feedback indicates that it works successfully, 


1.  Feel sense of belonging to the course, Shetland College and UHI

2.  Have made friends (without physically meeting up)

3.  Compares favourably to an experience doing BSc with Open University where the student felt isolated




Limerick  

• Go outside - satellite groups in other parts of the world 

• Interdisciplinary - series of 20 lecture/seminars delivered by people from all walks of life, the real world, rather than the art world

• Assessment 

	 Do not require completion of project in recognition of 

	 	 time it takes to build trust and relationships

	 	 they have a vive voce



MA Students from Middlesex University in attendance at the Virtual Symposium, Making A Difference: Social Art Practice and Higher Education, 

	 	 	 organised by the Centre for Rural Creativity, Shetland College 

UHI University of the Highlands and Islands  

• We are virtual - this is what makes us different - gives us possibility to exist as insufficient critical mass to be feasible in a physical site

• Virtuality helped with our assessment because we decided we could not have a degree show in a physical location - students submit a digital  publication 

- film, web site, digital book, audio, podcast; 2000-3000 word critically reflective text about their project; documentation, research, development and 
relevant supporting material


• Interdisciplinary  - required theory study is drawn from social anthropology, communities of practice


• Local - there is emphasis on each students’ locality, as we have no campus base - therefore students are working in their communities, where they know the culture 
and social values, and they can make contribution to local economy, cultural life, health and well being 



Into the Future … sustainability through

• Core qualities- criticality, responsiveness and openness - enable the subject to 
function within the neoliberal institution without compromise to its fundamental 
values;  


• Good practices, e.g. fluidity, resilience, ability to listen, all contribute to 
sustainability;


• Social relevance and ability to ask challenging questions; 


• Focus on local context, public engagement and internationalisation. 

Education for social art practice today defines ways and spaces where we can still be radical, whether it takes place outside institutions or within them. Lecturers and 
students continue to believe they can make a difference as they adapt responsively to their particular communities and situations. Practices are based on the rich legacy 
of experimental, activist or critical approaches drawn from the earlier decades of contextual practice, the community arts movement and critical fine art practice to serve 
as models from which we can learn, which we can adapt, re-imagine or reject.  


The MA programmes show ways in which they do challenge conventional forms of teaching, learning, curriculum design and assessment, taking up the gauntlet laid 
down in earlier decades. 


Much as Pablo Helguera advocates, these programmes aspire to help students learn how to use art in the social realm (Helguera, 2011). 




Into the Future …benefit to education and society

• Potential for creating interdisciplinary collaborations is good for universities


• Foster exchanges across cultures, generations and communities benefits all 
levels of education 


• Capacity to create agency helps to build intelligent, creative and just society 
(Pedro Lasch, n.d.) 


• Encourages experimentation, testing, risk taking


The MA programmes reveal ways in which they do challenge conventional forms of teaching, learning, curriculum design and assessment, taking up the gauntlet laid 
down in earlier decades. Much as Pablo Helguera advocates, these programmes aspire to help students learn how to use art in the social realm (Helguera, 2011). New 
content is drawn from different fields of practice, and includes skills for collaboration, theoretical propositions in the area of social practice and use of new technologies. 
Students learn appropriate research and communication skills to equip them for the roles they will play within communities, situations and public spaces, and ultimately, 
acquire a deep level of authentic experience and situated learning through the delivery and documentation of their projects.  Creative skills are grounded in critical 
understanding and theory, actively encouraging students to engage in reflection, review and self-appraisal. Students consider ethical and logistical responsibilities 
involved in social practice as they interrogate conventional forms of documentation to represent their projects in order to resonate with the multi-layered experience of all 
involved.




• Promotes connectivity among dispersed practitioners; 

• Enables study for those who cannot relocate or have 
health issues 

• Promotes sustainability in art education for remotely 
situated communities

• Assertive engagement in reflection, review and self-
appraisal

• Enables connections with professionals from 
anywhere in the world

• Facilitates delivery of niche subjects where capacity 
would not be met otherwise

• Extends student learning opportunities / broadens 
horizons

• Increases student skills, digital and virtual for the 21st 
century

Virtuality / Benefits to geographically 
remote and sparsely populated places

Virtual education benefits geographically remote and sparsely populated places like the Highlands and Islands where I work. 


• Helps build networks and prevent isolation 

• Learning from each other

• Nurtures collaboration 



A closer look at the 
MA Art & Social Practice, University of the Highlands and Islands
39 students / full and part-time / local / global / interdisciplinary / place-based

The Winter School 2019, MA Art and Social Practice, glass workshop at Northlands Creative, Caithness, Highland



•Annual
•Student centred
•Local, national & 
International

•Innovative learning 
opportunity 

•Builds community/network
•Opportunity for students to 
engage with professional 
practitioners in the field - 

•Pablo Helguera, Grant 
Kester, Loraine Leeson, 
Ailbhe Murphy, Greg 
Sholette, Jane Trowell

Virtual Symposium

Birmingham

New York 

Seattle

Sherkin Island
Dublin

Syktyvkar, Russia

London

Iceland
Rovaniemi

Anchorage

Brighton

Scotland
Shetland

Orkney
Uist

Philadelphia

Zurich Melbourne
Perth

Southern Hemisphere

California

Three features we have in our programme that provide innovative learning experiences


Contact with leading figures in the field, 



The Winter 
School

• Optional
• Residential with some virtual sessions
• January, outside teaching semesters
• Rotating locations
• Opportunity to spend time face-to-face
• Cultural programme in the chosen location
• Open to other postgraduate students in 

creative industries

Photo: Susan Timmins Photos: Roxane Permar :

Optional

Get to work in collaboration with each other 

Test practical experience working with people 

Residential with some virtual sessions

January, outside teaching semesters

Rotating locations

Opportunity to spend time face-to-face

Cultural programme in the chosen location

Open to other postgraduate students in creative industries



/

•Students choose mentors

•Builds our community/network

•Opportunity for students to engage with 
professional practitioners relevant to their 
practice

•Etienne Wenger, Neville Gaby, Davina 
Drummond, Nicola Naismith, Matthew 
Dalziel, Dr Cara Courage, Jane Trowell, Josie 
Steed, Dr Glenn Loughran

Mentoring / Guest Speakers 

Photo: courtesy Sreejata Roy

Guests from outside the programme very important because we have a small core team, a social anthropologist, Dr Siún Carden, two socially engaged artists, Nicola 
Naismith and Roxane Permar; a sculptor, Anne Bevan, who works in the social sphere and in collaboration with specialists from wide range of fields.




Some examples of work from the MA Art and Social Practice 

Centre for Rural Creativity, University of the Highlands and Islands

There are more examples of work in the Relate North 2019 exhibition at the Revolt Gallery.



Social Art and Public Health
Helen Garbett 

MA Art & Social Practice UHIХэлэн Гарбэтт, Стаурбридж, Уэст Мидлендс, 



Inviting people who are marginalised due to learning disability, mental 
health needs and caring responsibilities to collaborate with artists… 

Promoting curiosity, connectedness and self-determination… 

Хэлэн Гарбэтт, Стаурбридж, Уэст Мидлендс, Англия



 
Investigating personal and local histories: 
Discovering a sense of self and community 

Хэлэн Гарбэтт, Стаурбридж, Уэст Мидлендс, Англия



Increasing agency and 
empowerment

Хэлэн Гарбэтт, Стаурбридж, Уэст Мидлендс, Англия



Lincoln LunART
Messages to the 

man on the moon from 
the children of Lincolnshire

Lorena Hauton
Lincoln, England

Лоринa Хаутон

Линколн, Англия



Лоринa Хаутон, Линколн, Англия



Лоринa Хаутон, Линколн, Англия





Ashleigh Slater, Blairgowrie, Scotland



Ashleigh Slater, Blairgowrie, Scotland

Ashleigh Slater, Blairgowrie, Scotland



Ashleigh Slater, Blairgowrie, Scotland



Ashleigh Slater, Blairgowrie, Scotland



www.take2sticks.com

Individual conversations

Stick Weaving 
The Art of Conversation

Mary Carol Souness
Мэри Карол Сунесс 



www.take2sticks.com

Group Conversations

Мэри Карол Сунесс 



www.take2sticks.com

Intergenerational conversations

Мэри Карол Сунесс 



www.take2sticks.com

Postcard Exchange

Мэри Карол Сунесс 



Rosie 
Newman  
IMMERSE 

Рози 
Ньюман 
Инвернесс 
Шотландия 

Inverness 
Scotland  

ПОГРУЖАТЬ



Helping to connect people back to nature  
 

Цель - помочь людям вернуться к природе


Рози Ньюман, Инвернесс Шотландия 



 Exploring  
through 
sensory 

engagement  

и  исследовать через 
сенсорное 

взаимодействие

Рози Ньюман, Инвернесс Шотландия 



Using nature as the social space
to explore biodiversity 

ИСПОЛЬЗОВАТЬ ПРИРОДУ КАК СОЦИАЛЬНОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВО


Рози Ньюман, Инвернесс Шотландия 



Aiming to increase our collective awareness  of the 
environment and desire to address climate change.

Повысить наше коллективное желание 
заботиться об окружающей среде.

Рози Ньюман, Инвернесс Шотландия 



Susan Timmins 
Shetland Islands, Scotland

Photo: S. Timmins

Сузан Тимминс

Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 

Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 



Experimenting With Social Engagement For Introverts 

Flights  of  Fancy

Caroline D.

Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 



Caroline W. Helen

An invitation to participate in a postal paper aeroplane event.


If you could do anything, go anywhere, meet anyone, 

change anything,what would it be? 

 


What is your Flight of Fancy?

Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 



 SWAPPING & SQUAWKING

A long distance conversation between two remote airport communities 
using photography and recorded stories. 

Photo: A. Morales

Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 



Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 



Tingwall Airport 
Shetland

Scotland

Wilderness Seaplanes 

Port Hardy

British Columbia 

Canada

4,209 miles

6,773 km

Photos: S. Timmins
Сузан Тимминс, Шэтлaндия, Шотландия 
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You can see more work in the Revolt Gallery

www.uhi.ac.uk/en/courses/ma-art-and-social-practice/
MA Art and Social Practice

roxane.permar@uhi.ac.uk

Thank you!

mailto:roxane.permar@uhi.ac.uk

